
Use this space to draw up ideas for your Pyre Parade mask and 
costume before you start making. Go wild with imagination!

I want my mask to look like this…

I want my costume to look like this…

See you at the Pyre Parade – bring friends and family.
Dress up and meet at 6pm on Saturday 26 October 2019
Think Tank, High Street IP1 3QH (next to Ipswich Museum)

Use these tips to make stuff to wear at the Pyre Parade.  
Then join the big noisy parade, march your bad news through 
town and watch us set fire to it, with free live music and food.

PACITTI COMPANY PRESENT

PYRE PARADE
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PYRE PARADE WITH WHICH TO MAKE TERRIFYING
MASKS TO WEAR AT THE PARADE
HARNESSING THE ENERGY OF BLACK SHUCKRECIPE SHEET 

Black Shuck is our very own local hell
hound, an outsize dog claimed to be doing the
Devil’s work. The origins of Black Dog in
England have been lost in the mists of time
but the name Shuck seems to go back to the
Anglo-Saxons; coming from 'scucca' (demon).
So the link between spirits, demons and dogs
may be from this. Often also used to represent
depression, the image of a large black dog is a
potent symbol to lead our procession of bad
news and misery to its inevitable fiery death.

This mask can cover a face, a whole head,
parts or all of your body, or a combination.
It uses slashed strips of old materials, which
are dipped in thick black paint or resin to
create layers of mask and costume, giving the
wearer strong Black Shuck energy.

MAKE A RIBBON MASK

You will need:

⭐ A base item to work on, such as a balaclava, 
stocking, shirt, dress, pyjamas or long gown 

⭐ Lots of old clothes to shred in to long ribbons
⭐ Scissors or scalpel 

(take extra care if it’s a loose blade)
⭐ Elastic or old belts or waistbands
⭐ Needle & thread, glue, safety pins
⭐ Black paint (or black resin)
⭐ A bowl or container for the paint
⭐ Paint brushes

Method

1. Decide if you are making a mask 
that’s just for your face or head,
or one that’s a full body costume.

2. Slash old clothes in to long ribbons. 
3. Attach these to elastic or belts

(see overleaf for various methods).
4. Dip in to black paint or resin and dry.

1)
Find old clothes
to use for your 
mask or costume

2)
Cut or slash the 
clothes in to ribbons 
of various lengths

4)
Brush or dip the strips
in to black resin or 
thick black paint

5)
Use the painted
strips to build 
up layers of your 
mask or costume

Here we build up layers of fabric, 
using a balaclava, old tights, 
a dress, coat or pyjamas as the 
base of your mask to
decorate and wear

3)
Attach the strips of
fabric to old belts
or lengths of elastic

5. When you have created lots, tie or 
stitch or pin or glue these lengths of 
slashed painted materials to your base, 
painting that too if you wish to.

6. Remember to create ways to put on 
and remove your mask easily - a good 
and easy method is to add ribbon ties.

A SLASH & DIP METHOD

OR GO THE OTHER WAY ENTIRELY 
AND MAKE A SET OF BLINKERS…

3 WAYS TO FASTEN RIBBONS 
TO A BAND OR LENGTH OF ELASTIC

1) Use a needle and 
thread to neatly stitch 
ribbon lengths in to 
place on the band. 

2) Double ribbons over, 
form a loop over the 
band and pull  tails 
through to create a neat 
knot.

3) Pierce ribbons on to 
safety pins bunching 
them up,  then pin these 
all over your mask.

Cover a large piece of 
paper with gaffer tape to 
strengthen it, then bend 
this round your head to 
create a mask, Fasten it 

with laces through holes 
on the back, like a shoe. 

Add ears and horns to for 
great animal energy.
Remember to always 

make air holes in your 
mask to breathe through. 

You will need:

⭐ A big piece of paper – maybe newspaper or card
⭐ Gaffer tape (available from hardware shops) 
⭐ Cardboard for shaping ears and horns
⭐ Scissors
⭐ Shoelaces or elastic to hold the mask in place

Method

1. Cut or rip strips of gaffer tape, then stick these all 
over your large piece of paper. This will become 
the ‘skin’ of your mask.

2. Wrap the strengthened paper around your head 
(or a friends head if easier) and shape it until you 
feel happy with it. Use more tape if need be.

3. Work out where to make mouth, nose and eye 
holes, then remove it from the head and carefully 
cut these sections away with scissors.

4. Create small holes on the back of your mask, and 
thread them with shoelaces or elastic in a crisscross 
pattern. This will be how you keep your mask in 
place when wearing it. 

5. Cut and shape cardboard horn and ear pieces and 
stick them to the outside of the bag, using more 
gaffer tape to secure them. 

6. Work until your mask is done.
7. Use a neck ribbon to loosely hold the bottom of 

the mask in place if you want.

* Remember it’s important to make air holes to breathe *

A GAFFER TAPE + PAPER MASK

There are those who
believe that to see the
big red demonic eyes

of the Black Shuck 
would bring bad luck
So why not keep your

loved ones safe and make
a pair of blinkers to wear 
during the Pyre Parade.

Avoid the eyes of Black Shuck at all times
and help lead the Parade to safety by telling 

people in the crowd that they should take 
care to ‘Look away, look away, look away!’

Use black painted card and fashion head 
straps from thick black belts or elastic. 

And then - don’t look! 


